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ABSTRACT

The quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) in a magnetic topological insulator system without the need of an external magnetic
field becomes of great interest because of its dissipationless spin currents. The proximity effect via a magnetic adlayer is a
promising strategy to bring magnetism into a topological insulator (TI) due to its boosted Curie temperature for a realistic
application. In this work, a proximity-induced magnetism above 90K in a TI, (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2Te3, on a ferrimagnetic adlayer with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, thulium-iron-garnet (TIG), was evidenced directly by using magnetic circular dichroism. A
competition between exchange couplings with different sublattice-sites was further revealed element-specifically in a
temperature-driven spin-reorientation of TI, bringing an issue on magnetic inhomogeneity at the interface, which might cause
difficulties in obtaining QAHE in such a TI/TIG bilayer system. Our results prove directly the robust magnetism of TI above liquid
nitrogen temperatures and also give a deep insight into the mechanism of interfacial coupling in the proximity effect for the
bilayer of TI and magnetic oxide, which could be essential for the design of a system with QAHE.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5083931

The quantum anomalous Hall effect (QAHE) in topological
insulators (TI), arising from the topological band structure under
broken time-reversal symmetry, has opened a horizon of quantum
physics and emerged as a member of the Hall effect family.1,2

QAHE serves as a unique playground for dissipationless quantized
spin current at the edge and is thus a potential candidate for use
in quantum spintronics.1,2 In order to realize the QAHE, one needs
to have a magnetic topological insulator system with perpendicu-
lar anisotropy. Such a systemwas experimentally demonstrated in
amagnetically doped TI at an extremely low temperature (�1.5K),1
and even the very recent study on the existing magnetism
observed at 5K (Ref. 3) still faces the fundamental challenge of a
very lowCurie temperature.This limits verymuch a realistic appli-
cation of QAHEwith the system ofmagnetic doping intoTI.

On the contrary, an effective strategy by using themagnetic
proximity effect (MPE) to magnetize the TI has been reported in
several TI-based systems,4–6 which could reach a much higher
Curie temperature even up to room temperature, for example,
on a bilayer system with TI deposited on a magnetic oxide with
perpendicular anisotropy (thulium-iron-garnet, TIG),6 sugges-
ting a strong exchange interaction in such an MPE heterostruc-
ture. However, the proximity effect induced magnetism here has
been demonstrated only indirectly in a transport measurement
of the anomalous Hall effect (AHE),4,6 whose origin might be as a
result of the combined MPE and spin-Hall effect at the interface
of a magnetic heterostructure,7 leading to the ambiguity of
interpretation of the measured transport signals. The detailed
electronic properties and the coupling mechanism of MPE in TI,
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which could be critical for the existence of QAHE, are only
poorly understood. Therefore, the direct evidence of magnetism
in TI and detailed understanding of magnetic coupling between
TI and magnetic oxide via the proximity effect are urgently
desired. The present work provides direct evidence of the
proximity-induced magnetism of TI adjacent to TIG in the appli-
cation of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), which
probes directly to material magnetism. The element specificity
of the magnetic probe was able to figure out a kind of
temperature-driven spin-reorientation transition of the mag-
netic moment on the Te’s valence 5p-orbit of TI. This finding
further enlightens a competing mechanism of the exchange
couplings of Te with different sub-lattice elements Fe and Tm in
TIG, which could be essential for understanding the necessary
condition of interfacial magnetism for realizing QAHE in TI.

The stack of NGGsub/TIG(15)/TI(5)/Te(5) was fabricated by
the combined pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and molecular beam
epitaxial (MBE) technique, and the thickness is in nanometer.
The employed TI in this work is (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2Te3 with 5 quintuple
layer (QL) in thickness, and the stoichiometry was controlled by
the Knudsen effusion cell during MBE co-evaporation.
Experimental details for material growth and XMCD measure-
ments are given in the supplementary material. The sharp inter-
face between TI and TIG exhibited by Tang et al.6 ensures the
quality of the sample to studyMPE.

Figure 1(a) shows the stack of the TI-TIG magneto-hetero-
structure. The epitaxial lattice structure and themagnetic struc-
ture are depicted schematically in Fig. 1(b) with Fe(a) and Fe(d)

representing Fe with octahedral coordination and tetrahedral
coordination, respectively. Figures 1(c)–1(f) display the XAS and
XMCD at the Fe L3-edge and at the Tm M5-edge taken at 300K
and 90K, respectively. The XMCD spectra in Figs. 1(d) and 1(f)
suggest that the two elements contribute their magnetic
moments at 90K and are anti-ferromagnetically (AFM) coupled,
as indicated by their opposite sign on the XMCD spectra.8–11 In
Figs. 1(g) and 1(h), the AFM relationship between Fe and Tm is
further demonstrated by their element-specific hysteresis
curves. Fe yields a larger coercive field than Tm at 90K, as
highlighted by the vertical dashed line in Figs. 1(g) and 1(h). The
non-identical coercive field of Fe and Tm in the TIG’s sub-
lattices reveals the weak coupling between these two elements,
which is also reflected by their different degrees of
temperature-dependency on the XMCD spectrum. In contrast
to Fe [Fig. 1(d)], the XMCD spectra of Tm [Fig. 1(f)] nearly vanishes
at 300K but increases sharply when the temperature is reduced
to 90K, suggesting a remarkable magnetic sensitivity of Tm in
response to the temperature. In other words, the ferromagne-
tism of Tm could be effectively recovered by reducing the
temperature.

Figure 2(a) shows the XMCD spectra for further characteri-
zation at the Fe L3-edge at 20K with field-cooling (FC) and
zero field-cooling (ZFC) treatments. Considering the strong per-
pendicular anisotropy of TIG,6,12,13 the observed quenching
on XMCD (ZFC) at 20K should be due to the large coercive field
of Fe. Because the Hc of TIG monotonically increases upon
reducing temperature, as reported by Tang et al. in their

FIG. 1. (a) TI-TIG magneto-heterostructure stack. (b) Epitaxial lattice of the TIG scheme. Fe(a) and Fe(d) represent Fe with octahedral coordination and tetrahedral coordina-
tion, respectively. (c) XAS and (d) XMCD asymmetry at the Fe L3-edge with temperature dependency. (e) XAS and (f) XMCD asymmetry at the Tm M5-edge with temperature
dependency. The element-specific hysteresis curve of (g) Fe and (h) Tm acquired by applying a perpendicular magnetic field with a fixed photon energy at Fe L3 (708.6 eV)
and Tm M5 (1461.4 eV), respectively, is shown. All spectra were taken by using right-hand circularly polarized x-rays, r(þ).
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supplementary material,6 Hc at 20K may be even larger than 1 T
in our case (see supplementary material 1). It implies that the
limited magnetic field (1 T) cannot drive the magnetization
switching of Fe and hence the absence of XMCD. However, it
was restored by treating the FC as shown in Fig. 2(a) [see the
method section in supplementary material and Fig. 2(e)]. On the
other hand, Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show the XAS at Te M4,5 edges and
the XMCD at the TeM5 edge, respectively. To eliminate the con-
tribution from the capping layer, a reference spectrum of the
sample without the Te cap is also put together for a comparison.
Consequently, following the pattern as Fe, a distinguishable
XMCD signal at Te M5 [Fig. 2(c)] could also be detected using the
FC treatment, whereas the XMCD using ZFC is still absent. The
result indicates that the magnetic state on the Te’s valence orbit
should switch with Fe’s magnetization reversal. The XMCD at
the Te M5 edge appeared when the XMCD at the Fe L3 edge
was triggered by FC, which serves as an indicator of the
MPE-induced magnetism. The XMCD at Fe L3 and Te M5 edges
features opposite signs, pointing down for Fe L3 and pointing
up for Te M5. This reveals the FM coupled nature between
these two elements defined by the inverse electronic transition
symmetry,14–16 which is discussed in the following paragraph.
Figure 2(d) presents the full range XMCD survey across the Te
M4 and M5 edges using r(þ) along with the result by r(�). As
shown in Fig. 2(d), the antisymmetric XMCD spectra acquired by
r(þ) and r(�) confirm the magnetic polarization on the Te’s
unoccupied state above the Fermi-level. For a better under-
standing of the XMCD results of Fe and Te using the experimen-
tal procedure, Fig. 2(e) illustrates the FC process and the
corresponding moment configuration of the TI-TIG magneto-
heterostructure, referring to their XMCD sign taken with FC at
20K. Note that the same sign on Te M4,5 XMCD is non-typical
and also observed in other related studies17–19 which would not
be discussed in detail in this work.

Figure 3(a) shows an extended XMCD characterization at
the TeM5 edge at 90K (without FC) and superimposes the result

over the spectra of Fig. 2(d) (with FC) to monitor the tempera-
ture dependency. Both XMCD intensities at Te M5 (576.1 eV)
acquired by r(þ) and r(�) reduce significantly at 90K and vanish
at 180K, suggesting that the detectable Curie temperature of
the induced magnetism exceeds 90K. Another essential discov-
ery is an XMCD sign inversion when the temperature increases
from 20K to 90K. Figure 3(b) plots the Te M5 (576.1 eV) XMCD
intensity acquired by r(þ) and r(�) as a function of the tempera-
ture. Again, the symmetric r(þ) and r(�) XMCD varying with
temperature reflects the magnetic polarization of Te, and the
crossover of r(þ)-r(�) between 20K and 90K reveals that a Te
spin re-orientation occurs at different temperatures. Because
no reversed XMCD was observed on Fe and Tm at all investi-
gated temperatures, the spin re-orientation of Te should not be
attributed to the possible compensation effect of TIG due to the
lack of XMCD sign inversion on both Fe and Tm.20–23 Therefore,
let us reconsider the effect arising from TIG’s sublattices. In
Figs. 1(d) and 1(f), the opposite sign of XMCD at the Fe L3 and Tm
M5 edges reveals the AFM between Fe 3d and Tm 4f spins to
form the ferrimagnetic nature of TIG. In Fig. 2(c), the observed

FIG. 2. (a) XMCD asymmetry at the Fe L3-edge at 20 K obtained after treatment by field-cooling (FC) and zero-field-cooling (ZFC). (b) XAS at Te M4 and M5-edges taken at
20 K with two perpendicular FC configurations together with the reference spectrum of TIG/TI (c) XMCD asymmetry at the Te M5-edge at 20 K obtained after treating FC and
ZFC. Spectra in (a)–(c) were acquired by r(þ). (d) Te M4 and M5-edge XMCD asymmetry at 20 K obtained after treating FC with two opposite x-ray helicities, r(þ) and r(�).
(e) Schematic diagram to illustrate the FC process and the moment configuration in the TI-TIG magneto-heterostructure at 20 K, referring to the XMCD results in (a) and (c).
Arrows in red, blue, and grey represent the magnetic moment of Fe, Tm, and Te, respectively. The magnetization of TIG is dominated by Fe because no magnetic compensa-
tion is observed within all the investigated temperatures. The details of the relative coupling among Fe, Tm, and Te are discussed in Fig. 4 and the main text.

FIG. 3. (a) Temperature-dependent XMCD asymmetry at the Te M5-edge acquired
by r(þ) and r(�). (b) Plots of the Te M5-edge XMCD intensity (at 576.1 eV in (a))
versus temperature.
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XMCD at the Te M5 edge represents a magnetic moment on the
Te’s valence orbit14,15 resulting from the interfacial orbital
hybridization with Fe 3d or Tm 4f after introducing an adjacent
TIG. Consequently, the opposite sign of XMCD at the Fe L3 and
TeM5 edges at 20K reveals that the magnetic moment on the Te
5p-orbit is FM coupled with Fe 3d14,15 referring to their inverse
electronic transition symmetry, 2p!3d for Fe L3 and 3d!5p for
Te M5.

14,15 Hence, Tm 4f and Te 5p are AFM coupled. Upon
increasing the temperature to 90K, a magnetic phase inversion
of Te takes place with reversing TeM5 XMCD [Fig. 3(b)], whereas
the XMCD at the Fe L3 and Tm M5 edges is still non-reversed.
This indicates that a modification of the Te’s magnetic structure
is intrinsically triggered by the MPE of TIG while varying the
temperature.

Based on the different evolutions on Fe and Tm in response
to temperature, we consider the competing relationship
between Fe and Tm in contributing to the MPE to Te with a
favorable AFM coupling, as reported in other MPE-correlated
research systems.24–26 Figures 1(g) and 1(h) show that Fe and Tm
are weakly coupled in the TIG’s sub-lattices, which appear on
the non-simultaneous magnetization switching at 90K. This
result should be due to the magnetic moment of Tm being
mainly from the localized 4f band, leading to a weak interaction
with neighboring spin, thus yielding a smaller magnetic hard-
ness than Fe and resulting in a limited MPE to the neighboring
TI due to the weak Tm 4f-Te 5p interaction. However, the
restored magnetic moment of Tm on the sharp increasing
XMCD below 90K [Fig. 1(f)] suggests that Tm’s magnetism would
become much more significant as the temperature is further
reduced. Once the Tm 4f-Te 5p interaction can be activated by
suppressing thermal fluctuation, Tm plays a significant role in
mediating the MPE. It may be attributed to its spatial majority in
TIG compared to Fe after considering the compensated Fe in
sub-lattices.19,20 Referring to our analyses of the Fe XMCD
fine structure, we also found a magnetic fluctuation of Fe on
the tetrahedral site at 20K, whose moment governs the mag-
netization of TIG (see supplementary material 2). Under this
scope of the inverse competing evolution between Fe and
Tm, it is plausible that the exchange coupling would be domi-
nated by the AFM coupled Tm 4f-Te 5p at low temperatures
(20K) and by Fe 3d-Te 5p at high temperatures (90 K). The
spin re-orientation on Te occurs during the competing evolu-
tion between Fe and Tm.

Figure 4(a) plots the correlation of XMCD intensity for all
investigated elements versus temperature. Fe clearly plays a
dominant role in the evolution of temperature dependency
above 90K due to its sustainable magnetic moment, which
remains nearly constant from 90K to 20K. On the other hand,
Tm should have a more dominating effect on the exchange cou-
pling below 90K due to its sharp enhancement of the magnetic
moment. The absence of the compensation effect in TIG might
suggest that the reversed signal of Te XMCD can be explained
with the nature that Tm has a dominant effect on the MPE at
low temperatures and Fe at higher temperature; otherwise, the
monotonic increase in Te’s XMCD should be observed rather
than the re-orientation. Figure 4(b) illustrates further the picture
of the evolution of the exchange coupling among Te, Fe, and

Tm, based on the observed sign and magnitude of XMCD. At
20K, the orientation of the magnetic moment of Te was deter-
mined by the AFM coupling with Tm 4f, while upon increasing
the temperature to 90K, the magnetic moment of the Te is re-
orientated as AFM coupling with Fe 3d becomes dominant
rather than withTm 4f. The spin reversal of Te arises thus from a
competing mechanism of AFM exchange coupling of Te with Fe
and Tm, respectively, where the MPE was dominated by Tm at
20K and by Fe at 90K.

This is an important signature for the operation of the
TI-TIG bilayer structure. Based on the XMCD results, we
found that the MPE-induced ferromagnetism in TI may suffer
from the issue of magnetic homogeneity due to the compet-
ing correlation between elements in TIG’s sub-lattices. The
favorable AFM coupling led by Fe 3d (Tm 4f)-Te 5p competi-
tion may not enable a long-range planar exchange at the
interface, leading to the sub-domain in TI3 which is less capa-
ble of quantizing the anomalous Hall state on the transport
property. This study approached by XMCD provides an
element-specific comprehension with respect to the MPE
driven by a magnetic compound. The sub-lattice issue should
be thus seriously considered.

In conclusion, an element-specific approach with XMCD
was used to study the MPE in a TI-TIG magneto-heterostruc-
ture with respect to the induced magnetism of the TI and its
exchange coupling with an adjacent ferrimagnet. Two major
findings have been concluded. First, the proximity-induced

FIG. 4. (a) Plots of the XMCD intensity recorded at Fe L3 (at 708.6 eV), Tm M5

(1461.4 eV), and Te M5 (576.1 eV) edges as a function of temperature. All the
XMCD spectra were acquired by r(þ) and treated by FC at 20 K, as labeled by
stars. (b) Scheme illustrating the exchange coupling between Fe 3d, Tm 4f, and Te
5p moments below and above the magnetic phase inversion temperature.
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magnetism in a TI compound, (Bi0.25Sb0.75)2Te3, on a perpendicu-
larly magnetic oxide layer was directly evidenced at elevated
temperature as compared to the case of magnetic doping.3

Second, a spin reversal of induced magnetism in TI has been
revealed at varying temperatures, indicating a MPE with the
competition between exchange couplings of Te with Fe and Tm.
This finding does not only help to unveil the origin of exchange
coupling in this proximity bilayer but also provides electronic
information in MPE, inspiring the critical correlation between
the nanomagnetism and transport behavior for the interest of a
quantum spintronic system.

See supplementary material for a detailed description for
the material growth and XMCD measurement and for element-
specific M-H curves of Fe taken at the L3-edge and normalized
XAS and XMCD spectra at the Fe L3 edge taken at various
temperatures.
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